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Abstract
Starting with the notion of a deterministic automaton we formalize and explore the
concepts of macros operator overloading and renement The category of automata
whose arrows are renements is dened and two closure operators idempotent
monads on this category are given The rst monad arises as an adjunction with
the category of concrete monoids and corresponds to closure by macros while the
other monad comes from an adjunction with the category of graphs and corresponds
to closure by overloading
This theory explicates a connection also called the catalan construction between
monoids and graphs Directions for further research are suggested
 Introduction
From the standpoint of computer science the notions we discuss are those
of macros operator overloading and renement in relation to deterministic
automata While these notions have received considerable attention in the
computer science literature to the best of the authors knowledge they have
not previously been construed in a universal setting
Macros are the simplest of these concepts and perhaps as a result appear
to have received the least attention in the literature In terms of programming
languages and many software packages a macro may be thought of as an
instruction which is not primitive to the language but is substituted at run
time or compiletime with a sequence of the languages primitive instructions
A formal treatment of macros in relation to the conditionaction rules of a logic
programming language appear in 	
In the literature more serious consideration is given to the matter of opera
tor overloading in programming languages with types An overloaded operator
in this context is one whose e
ect is dependent upon the type of the object to
c
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which it is applied In 	 overloading is investigated in relation to an extension
of the Haskell programming language where data types can have multiple im
plementations and hence have overloaded constructor and selector operations
Castagna et al 	 introduce an extension of typed lambda calculus which has
function overloading and distinct notions of compiletime and runtime type
of a term Our treatment of overloading is in the context of deterministic
automata and as such we do not have a notion of type When we overload
operators in our setting the e
ect of the overloaded operators is dependent on
the state of the machine This subsumes the usual notion of typed operator
overloading as a type may be considered as a partition of the state set of our
machine see Example 
Darondeau and Degano 	 and Ramanathan 	 study renement of con
current systems Events in the unrened system correspond to a sequence of
events in the rened system taking account of causal and dependence struc
tures which relate events The renements of 	 are shown to compose In
	 a special type of state transition system is dened which corresponds
strongly to elementary net systems The renement of these objects is local
state renement where each state can be decomposed into component states
This is the converse of our notion of abstraction see Conclusion Our own
approach is similar to that of 	 where renement is dened for determinis
tic automata so that one does not have to concern oneself with dependence
structures The main di
erence between the present denition of renement
and that of 	 is that due to the use of the existential quantier in Denition
 our renements are not deterministic
In this paper a category is dened whose objects are deterministic au
tomata and whose arrows are renements Along with this two closure oper
ators are constructed which correspond to macros and overloading We note
that the monadic constructions of this paper have a similar avour to the work
of 	 on relational completeness of a relational database
Finally it must be emphasized that this work is preliminary Rather than
presenting a complete theory which gives a neat account of the ideas dis
cussed our aim is to point out that there are interesting and possibly useful
closure operators on and morphisms between automata These are found
by making universal their wellknown connections with graphs via the state
graph and concrete monoids via the action monoid and can be interpreted
as phenomena encountered in the engineering of discrete systems As such
the precise formulation appears to be not incapable of improvement and the
particular points which indicate this are identied in the text as avenues for
further research
This paper assumes that the reader is familiar with the formal treatment
of concrete monoids given in the authors paper 	 which forms the rst part
of the present volume
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 Basic denitions
An automaton is a triple AX where A and X are sets and  is a function
AX  X In general the set A is called the input alphabet and its elements
are letters The elements of X are referred to as states while  is called the
state transition function By convention we extend  to a left monoid action
A

X  X where A

denotes the free monoid on A Where no ambiguity
can arise we will sometimes denote w X  X by w and refer to it as
the action of w on X The image of x  X under w will be denoted wx
It is well known that examples of automata abound particularly in the
realm of digital computation To reect this intuition an automaton AX
is said to have instruction set A and interpreter  The state set X can be
thought of as the set of all possible assignments of values to variables for
example if our machine has variables x and y in N then X will be N  N 
Continuing this analogy a word w  A

may be referred to as a program
Denition  Let X  X be any function Say that the automaton
AX computes the function  under w if w    In this case if the
automaton is understood for brevity we say that w computes 
An endofunction  of a nite set X  fx

 x

     x
n
g will often be written
as the matrix


x

x

   x
n
x

 x

    x
n


A

Recall 	 that a digraph or graph G with vertex set X is a subset of XX
An edge of G is an element of G and x x

  G will generally be written
x x

 x is called the domain and x

the codomain or target A path P in G
is a sequence x

 x

 x

     x
k
of vertices such that each pair x
i
 x
i
 is an
edge of G The length jP j of the path P above is dened to be k The path
P may also be written x

 x

     x
k
 In the case k   we refer to P
as the trivial path at x


Denition  The state graph of an automaton AX has vertex set X
and an edge x x

if there is an instruction a  A such that ax  x


The state graph reects the local structure of an automaton  at any
state x we know what other states we may get to by a single instruction but
not what states we can ultimately arrive at and not the way in which other
states are a
ected by the actions of instructions on x
Denition  Let x

be a state and w a program If for every sux u of w
wx

  x

then dene the observation Obw x

 of w at x

to be the trivial
path at x

 Otherwise dene Obw x

 to be the path x

 x

     x
k
where w  v
k
   v

and for each i   x
i
 x
i
 x
i
 v
i
x
i
 and for all
proper suxes u of v
i
 ux
i
  x
i
 The following facts are immediate
Proposition  i Ob x

  x


ii for each instruction a and state x

 jOba x

j  
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iii for each program w and state x

 Obw x

 does not contain the path
x x for any x  X

Denition  A programw is said to be simple if for each x  X jObw xj 

That is to say a simple program causes at most one state change no mat
ter what state the machine is in when the program is interpreted Simple
programs are of interest because they share property ii of Proposition 
with instructions
Example  Consider the automaton given by the following diagram
  
a
a
a
b
b
b
Then the program ab is simple while ba is not since Obba     
 Macros and overloading
Denition 	 Let AX be an automaton and X  X any function
If a is an instruction such that a   then say that a is a macro for  If w
is a simple program such that w   then w is called a weak macro for 
Notice that by this denition the empty program is not a macro for 
X

however it is a weak macro for 
X

Denition 
 Let AX be an automaton If for every program w there
is a weak macro for w then say that AX is weak macro closed
Example  Consider the automata A and B in the diagram below A
is weak macro closed while B is macro closed To see this it is sucient
to notice that in A the programs ab and ba are both weak macros for the
function dened by


   
   

A
while the instruction c in B is a macro for
the same function This is sucient because the only functions computed by
either automaton are those corresponding to the programs  a b and ab The
automaton B is a renement see Denition  below of A

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A B
 
 
b
a
a
b
a b
a b
i b
i a
a c
b c
i a b c
i a b c
For any automaton AX a subset W  XA is said to be a function
specier if the projection 
X
W  X is injective We use this terminology
because such a subset determines a function W X  X by
W x 



ax if x a  W
x otherwise
Function speciers provide a way of gluing together the e
ects of instructions
Example  Suppose AX is an automaton where X  G	 Q  where
G is the set of elements of some group and Q is the set of rational numbers
Let i

 A be an instruction such that i

 g  g

for all states g in G
Let i

 A be such that i

 q  
q for all q  Q  The action of i

on
elements of Q and the action i

on elements of G can be arbitrary Putting
W  fi

 g j g  Gg	fi

 q j q  Qg denes a function W which computes
the inverse of an element regardless of whether it is in G or Q 
As mentioned in the introduction this subsumes the usual notion of oper
ator overloading where the e
ect of an operator depends on the type of the
object upon which it acts
If for every function specier W  X  A there is an instruction a  A
such that a  W then say AX is overloading closed If for every function
specier W  there is a simple program v such that v  W  say that AX
is weakly overloading closed
Example  A simple though tedious calculation shows that of the au
tomata below A is weakly overloading closed while B an overloading closed
renement of the A For example given the function specier W

 f b
 a  ag with respect to A W

is computed by the simple program  the
empty word in A while it is computed by the instruction i in B
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A B
  
 
b
a
a b
a b
i b
i a
a c b c
a b c i
Let W

 f a  b  bg be another function specier with respect to A
Then W

is computed by the simple program ab in A while it is computed
by the instruction c of B
	 Renement
Denition  Let AX and B Y be automata A renement of
AX into B Y is an injection X  Y such that for all a  A
there is some w  B

 with a  w and for each x  X there is some
  k
x
 jwj such that if v is a sux of w
i jvj  k
x
and vx  Im together imply that vx  x
and
ii jvj  k
x
and vx  Im together imply that vx  ax
We also call the program w a renement of the instruction a under 
Example  Let N

denote the set of positive natural numbers Dene an
automaton by A  fsg X  N

 N

 and s nm  mn So we can
think of s as swap Dene another automaton by B  fa
xz
 a
yx
 a
zy
 c
z
g
Y  N  N  N and
a
xz
 mn p mnm assign zx
a
yx
 mn p n n p assign xy
a
zy
 mn p m p p assign yz
c
z
 mn p mn  clear z
The map X 
 Y dened by mn  mn  is easily seen to be a re
nement for given the instruction s  A the word c
z
a
zy
a
yx
a
xz
is a renement
of s giving the observation
Obc
z
a
zy
a
yx
a
xz
 mn   mn  mnm n nm nmm nm 
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This example shows that a renement  of an automaton A into an au
tomaton B can be thought of as a way of building the automaton A from the
automaton B The image of  is a subset of the states of B which represent
the states of A while a renement w
a
of an instruction a of A is a way of
implementing the instruction a in the automaton B Considering only the
states in the image of  acted upon only by renements of instructions of
A the automaton B appears to behave in exactly the same manner as the
automaton A
Theorem  Let  AX  B Y and   B Y  CZ
be renements Then the map X  Z is a renement
Proof Certainly  is an injection Fix a  A Let u  b
l
   b

 B

be
a renement of a under  For each b  B let w
b
 C

be a renement of b
under  Thus
a  u  b
l
   b

  w
b
l
   w
b


Set w  w
b
l
   w
b

 We claim that w is a renement of a under  It is only
necessary to show that for all x  X there is some   k
x
 jwj such that if
v is a sux of w then









jvj  k
x
and vx  Im  vx  x
and
jvj  k
x
and vx  Im  vx  ax

Fix some x  X Since u is a renement of a there is some   N  juj
such that if s is a sux of u then









jsj  N and sx  Im  sx  x
and
jsj  N and sx  Im  sx  ax

Set y  b
N
   b

x Since w
b
N
is a renement of b
N
 there is some  

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M  jw
b
N
j such that if t is a sux of w
N
then

























































jtj  M and ty  Im
 ty  y and y  Im
by injectivity of 
 ty  y and y  x
by  since b
N
   b

is a sux of u of length  N
 ty  x
and similarly
jtj M and ty  Im
 ty  ax

Set
k
x

N
X
i
jw
b
i
j M
Let v be a sux of w We prove the rst part of 
Suppose jvj  k
x
and vx  Im Then v  v

w
b
p
   w
b

for some
p  N and sux v

of w
b
p
 Observe that
vx v

w
b
p
   w
b

x
 v

b
p
   b

x
If p  N 
  then v

y  vx  Im and jv

j  M by the
denition of k
x
 so by 
vx  x
as required Suppose that p  N 
  Then
vx v

b
p
   b

x




b
p
   b

x or
b
p
   b

x
since w
b
p
is a renement of b
p

x
since by injectivity of  b
p
   b

x or b
p
   b

x respectively lie in
Im and therefore equal x by  and the fact that p p    N  This
!
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completes the proof of the rst part of  The second part of  is proved
similarly completing the proof of the theorem 
Example  The diagram below depicts an instructive example of com
position of renements A renement of a under  is b

b

while a renement
of b

under  is c

c

and a renement of b

under  is c

c

 Thus by the
construction in the proof of Theorem  c

c

c

c

is a renement of a under

a
a
  

 

b

b

b

b

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

As a corollary of Theorem  we have the following
Denition  The category Aut has automata as objects and renements
as arrows
Notice that our notion of renement is close to that of 	 however it
di
ers in that where we have the existential quantier we stipulate the exis
tence of a word w and integers k
x
 	 have a particular word in the target
alphabet assigned to each letter in the domain alphabet
Theorem 	 Let AX and B Y be automata Then AX and
B Y are isomorphic in Aut if and only if there is a Set isomorphism
X  Y such that
a for each a  A there is a simple program w  B

which computes a


and
b for each b  B there is a simple program w  A

which computes 

b
Proof Let  AX B Y be an isomorphism Certainly X  Y
is a bijection For each a  A there is some w  B

such that a  w and
for each x  X there is some   k
x
 jwj such that if v is a sux of w then

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i jvj  k
x
implies that vx  x
and
ii jvj  k
x
implies that vx  ax
But this implies that w is a simple program which computes a

 Similarly
for every b  B there is a simple program in A

which computes b


Conversely suppose that the condition of the theorem holds Then for all
a  A there exists a simple program w  B

which computes a

 so that
w  a and jObw xj   for each x  X so that  is trivially seen to
be a renement Similarly 

is a renement Then  and 

are mutual
inverses in Aut so  AX B Y is an isomorphism 
Proposition 
 A scholium of the above proof is that under an isomor

phism every renement of a letter is a simple program
Remark  The resulting notion of automaton isomorphism is therefore
not as strong as the notion arising from the usual denition of automaton
morphism see 		 or the renements of 	 In both of these cases an
isomorphism  AX  B Y is a pair of isomorphisms 

A  B
and 
Set
X  Y such that for each a  A 

a
Set
 
Set
a
Whilst our denition of automaton morphism gives rise to a weaker notion
of isomorphism it has the advantages that i the action monoid and state
graph constructions described below are functorial and produce an adjunc
tion and ii the isomorphism classes loosely speaking correspond to classes
of automata with the same set of processes when these processes are regarded
as asynchronous The author suspects that a bicategorytheoretic approach
may allow one to have the stronger notion of automaton isomorphism whilst
retaining a similar adjunction To decide whether such a formulation of the
present work is viable and reects the intuition we are trying to capture is an
avenue for further research See Subsection  for further details
 Monads and closure
Any concepts from category theory which are not dened here may be found
in !	 The following denitions are from the same source
Denition  A monad T  hT  i in a category X consists of a functor
T X  X together with two natural transformations  
X
 T and T


T which make the following diagrams commute

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T
T


T

T

T

T
T  I
X
T T  TI
X
T

T
T

T

T

T
By way of explanation of notation given the following diagrams of functors
and natural transformations
S
S
S

S

T
T


the rst diagram denes a natural transformation TTS  TS

given by
Tx  T 
x
T Sx  T S

x while the second diagram denes the natural
transformation T ST  S

T given by T x  
Tx
STx  S

Tx
It is noted in !	 that every adjunction
A
X
G
F
gives rise to a monad hGF  i in the category X where  
X
 GF is the
unit of the adjunction and   G	F  GF 

 GF where 	 is the counit of
the adjunction Conversely every monad is shown to give rise to a canonical
adjunction
If a monad is idempotent ie T

 T  then it is often called a closure
operator
In this paper we nd two adjunctions one between Aut and the category
ConcSet dened in 	 of transformation monoids The other is between
Aut and a category Graph of graphs as in the following diagram
ConcSet
Aut
Graph
Act
St
In the above diagram Act is the action monoid construction of 	 reecting
the global e
ects of programs and St is the state graph construction see
Denition  which reects the behaviour of single instructions with regard
to a particular state The monad M is the composite of Act with its right
adjoint It is idempotent and gives for each automaton a macro closed one
The monad O is the composite of St with its right adjoint and is again an
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idempotent monad which gives the overloading closure of an automaton
In !	 we also have the denition of an algebra for a monad
Denition  If hT  i is a monad in X a T algebra hx hi is a pair
consisting of an object x  X the underlying object of the algebra and an
arrow hTx x of X called the structure map of the algebra which makes
the following diagrams commute
T

x
Tx
Tx
Tx
x
x
x
Th

x
h
h
h

x

x
By way of example given the well known adjunction between the categories
of groups and abelian groups see !	
Ab
Grp
i
Q
where Q quotients a group by the identity xy  yx and i is the natural
inclusion the algebras of the monad are simply the abelian groups and the
algebra map is the identity from G  QG  G
In general an adjunction Q a i with QX  A such that Qi  
A

and such that i is faithful and injective on objects denes A as a reective
subcategory of X and the monad iQ is called a reection The monads on
Aut which we construct in the sequel will be of this type
 Macro Closure
In the sequel the reader is assumed to be familiar with the categoryConcSet
dened in 	 In this section we construct a monadM which gives for every
automaton A a macro closed automaton MA This monad arises from an
adjunction between the categories Aut and ConcSet
A well known monoid associated with an automaton is the action monoid
of the automaton 	 	
Denition  The action monoid ActAX of the automaton AX
is the monoid of endomorphisms ofX consisting of the maps w where w  A


Equivalently the action monoid is the faithful monoid representation
b
 of
A


 
X
inherited from the action dened by  where u 
X
v if u  
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v  Write u	
X
for the 
X
equivalence class of u
We make Act into a functor as follows Suppose f  AX  B Y
is a renement Let iA  B

be a function which assigns to each a  A a
renement ia  B

of a under f  Extend i to a homomorphism A

 B


Let K be the quotient of A

by the congruence dened by u  v if
iu   iv  and let u	 denote the element of K containing u Then
dene a representation "
X
K  Set by "u	  u  If u	  v	 then
for each x  X iu fx  iv fx which implies that fu x 
fv x by denition of i Injectivity of f gives u x  v x so that
"u	  "v	 thus "
X
is welldened Clearly "
X
is homomorphic Note
however that "
X
is not necessarily faithful
Dene #K  B


 
Y
where B


 
Y
is the abstract monoid of the action
monoid of B Y by u	  iu	
Y
 Now
u	  v	iu   iv 
 iu	
Y
 iv	
Y
so that # is welldened and injective it is obviously homomorphic Moreover
f"
X
u	x fu x
iu fx since iu is a renement of u

b
#u	fx
so that the following diagram commutes
K B


 
Y
Set
#
b

 "
X
f
On the other hand dene K  A


 
X
by u	  u	
X
 To see that  is a
welldened quotient map simply notice that
u	  v	iu   iv 
iu f   iv f 
 fu   fv 
u   v 
 u	
X
 v	
X

Clearly  is surjective Moreover "u	  u  
b
u	
X
 
b
u	 so
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that
K
A


 
X
Set


b

"
X
commutes Pasting diagrams  and  along "
X
makes f into an arrow
ActAX ActB Y
in ConcSet Therefore
Theorem  Dening ActAX to be the action monoid of AX and
Actf  f makes Act into a functor 
In the other direction dene the full automaton FullM
X
 of a transfor
mation monoidM
X
to be jM j X where jM j denotes the set of elements of
M and   jM j X  X is dened by m x M
X
mx If f M
X
 N
Y
is an arrow of ConcSet then there is a commuting diagram as follows in
Cat for some monoid P where  is surjective and i is injective
M
P
N
M
X
"
X
N
Y
f
Set

i
Let jN j Y be the automaton FullN
Y
 For each m  jM j let n  ip
for some p such that p  m Then
fm  fM
X
m
 fM
X
p
 f"
X
p
N
Y
ipf
n f 
and further for each x  X putting k
x
  the only sux of the letter n
of length less than k
x
is the empty word and the only sux of length  k
x
is n so that f is a renement from FullM
X
 to FullN
Y
 Thus setting
Fullf  f gives a functor ConcSet Aut
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 The adjunction between the categories of monoids and automata
Theorem  Act is left adjoint to Full
Proof By ! p! Theorem 	 it is sucient to show that there is a nat
ural transformation  
Aut
 FullAct such that for each transformation
monoid N
X
and each arrow f A FullN
X
 of Aut there is a unique arrow
gActA N
X
such that the following diagram commutes
A
FullActA
FullN
X


A
 Fullg
f
For any objectA  AX ofAut dene 
A
 AX FullActAX
to be the function 
X
 To see that this is an arrow for each a  A choose
w
a
 jA


 
X
j

to be the letter a	 That 
X
satises the denition of a
renement is then immediate Let B  B Y be any other automaton
Then naturality of  is clear from the following diagram
A
B
FullAct
A
FullAct
B

A
 
X
g
FullAct
g  g

B
 
Y
Setting g  ActfActA ActFullN
X
 and noting thatActFull  
ConcSet	
implies that as functions g  f and Diagram  commutes 
As noted in Subsection  setting M  FullActAut  Aut makes M
into a monad in Aut Furthermore since ActFull  
ConcSet	
 the counit of
the adjunction is the identity so that the arrow  of Denition  is also
the identity natural transformation M M 
Theorem  For any automaton A MA is macro closed
Proof Put 
$
AX
$
 MAX and let w  a

   a
k

$
A

 Then
$
w 
$
a

    
$
a
k
 
u

    u
k
  where u
i
	  a
i
 for some u
i
 A


u

   u
k
 

$
u

   u
k
	 
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where u

   u
k
	 is a single letter of
$
A Thus 
$
AX
$
 is macro closed 
Theorem  Let A  AX be an automaton and writeMA  
$
AX
$

The following are equivalent
 A is isomorphic to MA
 hA hi is an M
algebra for some h  MA A
 A is weak macro closed
Proof    Let the function   X  X describe an isomorphism
MA  A Let w  A

be any word Write w  a

   a
k
 Since  is an
isomorphism for each a
i
there is some $a
i

$
A which is a renement of a
i
under 

 Thus 

a
i
  $a
i


 Let v  $a

   $a
k
and let  
$
A be a macro
for v which exists by the previous theorem Then by the fact that  is an
isomorphism and Proposition ! there is some t  A

a renement of 
which is a simple program satisfying t   Thus t  

 v




w

 w as required showing that A is weak macro closed
   Suppose that A is weak macro closed It is enough to show
that 
X
is the state function for a morphism fromMA to A for then setting
h  
X
makes the diagrams of Denition  commute
For each a 
$
A there is a program w  A

such that
$
a   w 
Since A is weak macro complete there is a simple program v
a
 A

such that
v
a
   w  
$
a  The existence of v
a
 A

for each a 
$
A shows
that 
X
is a renement
   If hA hi is an algebra the following diagram commutes
AX

$
AX
$

AX

AX
	
 
X
h

X
which implies that the state function which denes h is 
X
 Thus we have
that h is the identity on A and h is the identity on MA showing that A
is isomorphic to MA 
Remark  That the preceding development depends in no way on the state
sets being of any particular cardinality means that we have also found an ad
junction between the subcategory ConcSet
f
of concrete monoids of trans
formations of nite sets and the subcategory Aut
f
of automata whose state
sets are nite The overloading monad dened in the next section will only
apply to Aut
f

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 Overload Closure
In this section we construct the monad for overloading closure by nding a
right adjoint to the state graph functor As mentioned at the conclusion of
the previous section this operator only applies to Aut
f
 In this particular
setting Theorem  shows that we are unable to obtain a right adjoint to the
state graph functor when the sets of vertices of the graphs are not nite
In order to dene functors for the state graph St and its right adjoint
the catalan construction C we begin by describing the category Graph of
graphs
As noted in the introduction a graph G
X
is a subset of the set X  X
A morphism G
X
 H
Y
of graphs which we also call a renement is an
injection  of X into Y such that if there is an edge x

 x

in G
X
then there
is a path from x

 to x

 in H
Y
which does not pass through the image of
 that is to say there is a path
x

  y

 y

     y
k
 x


such that   i  k implies y
i

 Im
Proposition  If G
X
 H
Y
and H
Y
 K
Z
are renements then the
composite function X  Z is also a renement from G
X
to K
Z

Proof Since  is an injection it only remains to show that if x

 x

is an
edge of G
X
 then there is a path from x

 to x

 which does not pass
through the image of  By assumption there is a path say x

  y


y

     y
k
 x

 in H
Y
which does not pass through Im For each
edge y
i
 y
i
there is a path y
i
  z
i	

     z
i	
m
i
 y
i
 not passing
through the image of  Concatenating these paths there is a path
x

  y

  z
	

 z
	

     y

     y
k
  x


in K
Z
 Now let z be a vertex on this path which is not one of the endpoints
If z  y
j
 for any j then since  is a renement z 
 Im therefore
z 
 Im Suppose on the other hand that z  y
j
 with   j  k then
y
j

 Im Since  is injective y
j
 
 Im Thus the path  does not
pass through the image of  
The category Graph is then dened to have graphs for objects and rene
ments for morphisms It is an easy exercise to verify that the isomorphisms in
Graph coincide with the usual denition of graph isomorphism to wit G
X
and H
Y
are isomorphic precisely when there is an bijection X  Y such
that x x

if and only if x x


We now show that the state graph construction on an automaton which
we described in the introduction becomes a functor from Aut to Graph If
AX is an automaton denote its state graph by StAX
Proposition  Let  AX  B Y be a renement of automata
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Then the function X  Y which it comprises is a renement of graphs from
StAX to StB Y
Proof Let x x

be an edge of StAX Then there is some a  A with
a x  x

 By denition of an arrow of Aut there is a word w  B

with
w x  x

 and   k
x
 jwj such that if v is a sux of w
jvj  k
x
and v x  Imv x  x
jvj  k
x
and v x  Imv x  x


Let w  u

uu

where ju

j  k
x
and ju

j is maximal such that u

 x 
Im and juj is minimal so that uu

 x  Im Then u

 x 
x uu

 x  x

 and for all suxes v of u v x 
 Im
Then writing u  b
k
   b

and z
i
 b
i
   b

 x we have a path
x  z

 z

     z
k
 x

 in StB Y which does not pass
through Im 
Thus setting St   makes St into a functor from Aut to Graph
	 The catalan automaton of a graph
Let G
X
be a graph which is a subset of X  X A subset S  G
X
which
may be regarded as a subset of the edges of G
X
 is said to be functional
if the domain function 

S  X is injective To explain the terminology
a functional subset S of the edges of G
X
determines an endofunction of X
given by
S x 



x

if x x

is an element of S
x otherwise
Let % denote the set alphabet whose elements are precisely the set fS 
G
X
j S is functionalg Let % act on X by the action of each of its letters
given above Call this action  Then the automaton % X is called the
catalan automaton of G
X
the justication for this name is given in 	 and
is denoted CG
X
 This automaton has a universal property in the sense that
given any automaton AX with state graph G
X
 for each letter a  A
there is a letter $a  % such that $a   a 
LetGraph
f
denote the full subcategory ofGraph whose objects are nite
graphs The following theorem makes the catalan construction functorial
Theorem  Renements of nite graphs are also renements of their re

spective catalan automata Thus C becomes a functor from Graph
f
to Aut
f
by setting C   for any graph renement 
Proof Let G
X
and H
Y
be nite graphs and set CG
X
  AX and
CH
Y
  B Y Let X  Y be a renement from G
X
to H
Y
 The
theorem is proved by showing that  is also an automaton renement from
CG
X
 to CH
Y

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Fix a  A For each x  X we x a path P
x
in H
Y
as follows By the
denition of the catalan construction for each x  X either x  ax in
which case we set P
x
equal to the trivial path at x or x  ax and there
is an edge x ax in G
X
 yielding a path P
x
in H
Y
x  y
x	

 y
x	

     y
x	
k
x
 ax
for some positive integer k
x
and distinct vertices y
x	

 y
x	

     y
x	
k
x
such that
P
x
does not pass through Im
We inductively dene a sequence of words v

  v
i
 b
i
v
i
 with b
i

B 	 fg for i   such that
a for all x x

 X if x  x

then v
i
x  v
i
x

 implies v
i
x 
ax  ax


b for all x  X Obv
i
 x is a beginning which includes the possibility
of being the whole of P
x

c if i   and v
i
  a then there is some x  X such that v
i
x 
v
i
x
Conditions b and c and the niteness of the graph H
Y
will guarantee that
v
n
  a for some n and since none of the observations pass through Im
v
n
will be a renement of a under  proving the theorem
Clearly a and c hold vacuously and b holds trivially for i   which
starts an induction Suppose a b and c hold for some given i   The
following exhaust all possibilities
 There is some x  X such that v
i
x  y
x	
j
for some j  k
x
 and
v
i
x

  y
x	
j
or v
i
x

  ax

 for all x

 X
 Case  doesnt hold and for each x  X either
a v
i
x  ax or
b v
i
x  y
x	
j
for some j  k
x
 and
v
i
x

  y
x	
j
 ax

for some x

 X
Suppose that  holds and put b
i
 fy
x	
j
 y
x	
j
g We prove that a
holds with i replaced by i   Let x

 x

 X and suppose that x

 x

and v
i
x

  v
i
x

 Without loss of generality we may suppose
that x

 x If v
i
x  v
i
x

 then by a v
i
x  ax  y
x	
j
 a
contradiction Hence v
i
x  v
i
x

 If also x

 x then by the same
reasoning v
i
x  v
i
x

 so that by the denition of b
i

v
i
x

  v
i
x

  v
i
x

  v
i
x


whence by a
v
i
x

  v
i
x

  ax

  ax


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If x

 x then
v
i
x

  v
i
x

  v
i
x  y
x	
j

whence by  v
i
x

  ax

 which forces j    k
x
because P
x
does
not pass through Im and so
v
i
x

  y
x	
j
 ax

  ax


This completes the proof that a holds with i replaced by i  
We now prove that b holds with i replaced by i  Let x

 X If x

 x
then Obv
i
 x is the path
x  y
x	

 y
x	

     y
x	
j
 y
x	
j
which is a beginning of P
x
 Suppose that x

 x If v
i
x

  y
x	
j
then
v
i
x

  v
i
x so by a v
i
x  ax  y
x	
j
 a contradiction
Hence v
i
x

  y
x	
j
 so Obv
i
 x

  Obv
i
 x

 since b
i
v
i
x

 
v
i
x

 This completes the proof that b holds with i replaced by i 
That c holds with i replaced by i  is immediate because v
i
x 
y
x	
j
 y
x	
j
 v
i
x This completes the inductive step under the supposi
tion that  holds
Suppose that  holds If i holds for all x  X then v
i
  a and we
put b
i
  so that the inductive step follows trivially Suppose then that
ii holds for some x  X Certainly then i fails for x

 and since  does
not hold ii must hold for x

 Repeating yields a sequence
x

 x x

 x

 x

 x



   
such that by the condition in ii
v
i
x

 v
i
x

 v
i
x

   
is a path in H
Y
 By niteness of G
X
 x
n
 x
m
for some m  n But vertices
of P
x
n
are distinct so m  n   Hence m  n  Choosing m as small as
possible we may suppose that x
n
 x
n
     x
m
are distinct Put
b
i
 fv
i
x
n
 v
i
x
n
 v
i
x
n
 v
i
x
n
    
v
i
x
m
 v
i
x
n
g
We prove that a holds with i replaced by i   Let y z  X and
suppose that y  z and v
i
y  v
i
z Suppose rst that y 

fx
n
     x
m
g If v
i
y  v
i
x
l
 for some l  fn     m 
 g then
by a v
i
x
l
  ax
l
 which contradicts that x
l
satises ii Hence
v
i
y 
 fv
i
x
n
     v
i
x
m
g and so by the denition of b
i
 v
i
y 
v
i
y If z  x
l
for some l  fn     m
 g then

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v
i
x
l
 v
i
x
l

by the denition of b
i

 v
i
y
 v
i
y

 fv
i
x
n
     v
i
x
m
g
which is a contradiction Hence z 
 fx
n
     x
m
g and so by the reasoning
above applied to y v
i
z  v
i
z Thus v
i
y  v
i
z so that
by a v
i
y  v
i
y  ay  az
Suppose now that y  fx
n
     x
m
g If z 
 fx
n
     x
m
g then we get
a contradiction as before Hence without loss of generality we may suppose
that y  x
s
and z  x
t
where n  s  t  m
  But then
v
i
x
s
 v
i
x
s

 v
i
x
t

 v
i
x
t

But x
s
 x
t
 so by a
v
i
x
s
  ax
s

contradicting that x
s
satises ii This completes the proof that a holds
when i is replaced by i  
We prove that b holds with i replaced by i   Let z  X If z 
fx
n
     x
m
g then Obv
i
 z is the path
z  y
z	

 y
z	

     y
z	
j
 y
z	
j
for some j  k
z
 which is a beginning of P
z
 Suppose that z 
 fx
n
     x
m
g
If v
i
z  v
i
x
l
 for some l  fn     m 
 g then by a v
i
x
l
 
ax
l
 contradicting that x
l
satises ii Hence Obv
i
 z  Obv
i
 z
completing the proof that b holds with i replaced by i  
That c holds with i replaced by i  is immediate because v
i
x

 
v
i
x

  v
i
x

 This completes the inductive step under the supposition
that  holds Thus the theorem is proved 
	 The adjunction between the categories of graphs and automata
Denote by St
f
the restriction of St to Aut
f

Theorem  The state graph functor St
f
is left adjoint to the functor C
Proof As in the proof of Theorem  it is sucient to show that there is
a natural transformation  
Aut
f
 CSt
f
such that for each graph G
X
and
each arrow A  CG
X
 of Aut
f
there is a unique arrow  St
f
A  G
X
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such that the following triangle commutes
A
CSt
f
A
CG
X


A
! C

For each object A  AX of Aut
f
 put CSt
f
A  
$
AX
$
 and dene

A
 AX CSt
f
AX to be 
X
 noting that for each a  A the letter
$a 
$
A which has the same action as a is a renement of a under 
X
 The
following diagram shows that this denition makes  into a natural transfor
mation
A
B
CSt
f

A

CSt
f

B


A
 
X

CSt
f
  

B
 
Y
Since St
f
C  
Graph
f
 we may put   St
f
 St
f
A St
f
CG
X
  G
X
and
then the diagram ! commutes as required 
Theorem  Let O  CSt
f
 the monad in Aut
f
dened by the above ad

junction Then for all nite automata A the automaton OA is overloading
closed
Proof Put 
$
AX
$
  OAX and letW  X
$
A be a function specier
By denition for each x a  W  either x  ax or there is an edge x 
ax in St
f
AX so that there is a letter b 
$
A dened by the edges
fx ax j x a  W and x  axg and as required for each x a  W 
$
b x 
$
a x 
Theorem  Let A  AX and write OA  
$
AX
$
 The following
are equivalent
 A is isomorphic to OA
 hA hi is an O
algebra for some hOA A and
 A is weakly overloading closed
Proof    Let OA A be the isomorphism The proof depends
on the fact that for each a  A there is a letter $a 
$
A which is a renement
of a under 

 To see this let a  A Then there is some w
a

$
A

which is
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a renement of a under 

 But since  is an isomorphism Proposition !
implies that w
a
is simple In particular for each x  X such that x  a x
there is a letter c
x
of w
a
such that
$
c
x
 

x  

a x Let F
a

fc
x
 

x j x  X x  a xg which is clearly a function specier Let
$a 
$
A be a letter such that
$
$a  F
a
which exists because OA is overloading
closed Then for each x  X
$
$a 

x 
$
c
x
 

x  

a x
Therefore $a is the required single letter renement of a under 


Let F  X  A be a function specier and let
$
F  X 
$
A be dened by
$
F  f

x $a j x a  F and $a is a single letter renement of a under 

g
Since OA is overloading closed let o 
$
A be a letter such that o 
$
F and let
t be a renement of o under  Then by Proposition ! t is a simple program
and t  o

 
$
F

 Now for each x  X 
$
F

x  $a

x  ax
where x a  F and $a is a renement of a under 

 Thus t  F and t is
a simple program which computes F  showing that A is weakly overloading
closed
   and    follow in the same manner as in the proof of
Theorem  
		 A remark on niteness
As noted in Remark  the monad O is only a closure operator on the sub
category Aut
f
of Aut whose objects have nite state sets We show that
Theorem 	 There is no functor Graph  Aut which is right adjoint
to St and such that St  
Graph

In other words if there is a closure operator on Aut including innite
state automata which factors through St then the closure of an automaton
will have a di
erent state graph to the original automaton
Proof Let A be the automaton pictured below



n






n

aaa a
and let the graph G be as shown below
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n






n


Let f be the arrow in Graph from StA to G given by n  n and n

 n

for each natural number n
Suppose there is a right adjoint  to St such that St  
Graph
 Then there
is a bijection between the homsets GraphStA G and AutAG In
particular the existence of f implies that there is an arrow gA  G
in Aut Refer to the states of A and G other than  whose labels
are unprimed as top states and those whose labels are primed as bottom
states Then
Lemma 
 If there is a renement gA  G then g maps top states to
top states and bottom states to bottom states
Proof Let n be a top state of A Suppose that gn is a bottom state of
G Then there is a path gn to gn

 and gn  gn

 by injectivity of g
But this is impossible as there are no paths out of bottom states
Suppose gn   Then gn

 is a bottom state of G If m  n is
another top state of A then since gm can be neither a bottom state nor
 gm must be a top state while gm

 must be a bottom state But then
the path from gm to gm

 passes through gn   contradicting that g
is a renement Thus if n is a top state then gn is a top state A similar
argument shows that bottom states are mapped to bottom states 
Having constrained any renement A  G in this way we show that
there are none Suppose there were a word w  b

   b
k
which is a renement
of a under g Then there are innitely many states m of the top row of G
for which wm  m namely by the lemma above the states gn where n is
a top state of A Denote by X
i
the set fn a top state of A j b
i
   b
k
gn 
gng Then X

 X

     X
k
  Since X

is innite and X
k
is nite
there is some   i  k such that X
i
is nite while X
i
is innite Fix this i
and let I  X
i
nX
i
 Then for each n  I b
i
   b
k
gn   which makes it
impossible that wgn  gn

 for all n  I since for distinct elements n

 n

of I gn


  gn


 Thus g is not a renement 
 Interaction of the Closure Monads
The monads M and O both act on the category of nite automata In this
section we show that if an automaton is perhaps weakly macro closed then

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its overloading closure is macro closed However the property of being over
loading closed is shown not to be stable under macro closure In other words
every time a macro is written more function speciers come into existence
which may specify new actions on the state set
At rst glance this would appear to suggest that an ecient way of writ
ing programs would be to write all macros rst and then write overloaded
operators in terms of these macros In practice however one often nds that
overloading operators rst enables the programmer to get away with writing
fewer macros This apparent contradiction could be explained by the fact that
in larger systems which require complex input to perform tasks the system
designer does not require the system to be anywhere near closed with respect
to either macros or overloading
On the other hand we conjecture that simple devices in which every
input is a single instruction and in which every action on the state set is
produced by a combination of elementary instructions admit the following
engineering principle
When designing a simple automaton out of elementary instructions
describe the overloaded operators in terms of macros in the elementary in

structions
We beg the reader to indulge the author by permitting us to leave the terms
simple and elementary instruction undened Whether these terms are
meaningful is an open question but we o
er the following example in defence
of their use
Example  One Dollar Drink Machine	 Using our engineering principle we
construct an automaton describing the function of a vending machine which
accepts one dollar and gives no change returning a coin if it takes the total
of inserted money over a dollar The denominations accepted are 
c
 
c
 
c
and &
Let A be the automaton with state set X  f      g and alphabet
fag where for each x  X
ax  x   mod 
Then a is the sole elementary instruction in this example
The alphabet of the macro closure MA of A consists of the letters
fa

 a

     a

g where for each x  X j  f     g
a
j
x  x j mod 
We are now able to construct a subautomaton of OMA which corre
sponds to the drink machine as follows Put C  fIns

c
 Ins

c
 Ins

c
 Ins

g
where
Ins

c
is the function specier fx a

 j x  Xg
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Ins

c
is the function specier fx a

 j   x  !g
Ins

c
is the function specier fx a

 j   x  g and
Ins

is the function specier 
Then the subautomaton of OMA with instruction set C can be endowed
with output by specifying that every state transition entering  produce a
drink and every state transition from a nonzero state to itself causes the coin
which was inserted to fall through This clearly describes the operation of a
onedollar drink machine with no change
Theorem  If AX is weakly macro closed then OAX is macro
closed
Proof Suppose AX is weak macro closed Put 
$
AX
$
  OAX
Let w 
$
A

 Since AX is weakly macro closed StAX St
$
AX
$

is transitive and reexive so there is an edge x 
$
w xfor each x  X
By overloading closedness of OAX there is a letter a 
$
A whose action
is that of w proving that 
$
AX
$
 is macro closed 
Proposition  The property of being weakly overloading closed is not stable
under the monad M 
Proof Consider the automaton A shown below
1 2 3
i b
a c
i a
b c
i a b c
Then A is overloading closed and therefore weakly overloading closed It is
easy to show that MA is the automaton depicted below
1 2 3
 
 
 
  
    

If MA were weakly overloading closed there would be a word w in the
letters of MA such that w is the function dened by
  
  
  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But all the letters of MAX act in an order'preserving non'decreasing
way on the total order      Since the set of maps which are order'
preserving and non'decreasing is closed under composition see 	 there is
no word w which has the action described above 
 Conclusion
Much remains to be done in order to make this a comprehensive theory of
the matters it touches upon In this section we indicate which parts could be
developed further or perhaps better and connections with other areas which
need to be understood
The most obvious and perhaps most dicult task is to formalize and
seriously evaluate our so called engineering principle for simple devices
It might be considered unfortunate that there is no overloading closure on
Aut factoring through the state graph as there is on Aut
f
 Since the catalan
construction is perfectly sensible for arbitrary graphs it may be that a better
denition of automaton morphism will make the catalan construction functo
rial on Graph Preliminary investigations suggest that this is the case The
proposed morphisms are simpler to axiomatize and would account for the phe
nomena of abstraction and implementation as well as renement however this
appears to necessitate a transition to bicategories and bicategory morphisms
which only preserve composition in a weak sense
Initially this work arose from investigating the catalan monoid of a graph
that is the action monoid of the catalan automaton of the graph The con
nections of this construction with other topics in the theory of transformation
monoids on graphs is discussed fully in 	 An avenue for further reseach
would be to investigate the way in which the structure of a graph deter
mines the algebraic properties of its catalan monoid Partial results have
been obtained by the author as follows It is easy to see that the functor
CGraph
f
 Aut
f
is the direct limit of the sequence C
n

n
of functors
where C
n
G
X
 has letters which are functional subsets of the edges of G
X
of
size at most n The classes of graphs G
X
for which the monoid ActC

G
X
 is
Rtrivial Ltrivial aperiodic and regular have all been determined
 Postscript a research proposal
In this section we propose a di
erent solution to the problem of formalizing
the relationship between automata graphs and monoids dictated by the action
monoid state graph and catalan constructions This approach attempts to
make the morphisms between automata into a stronger relationship in the
sense of Remark  and at the same time more general taking account of
the phenomena of abstraction and implementation as well as renement and
as a consequence there are many details which the author has not had time
to check As such all the statements of this section are conjectural and this

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section is to be regarded as a research proposal
The following material assumes that the reader is conversant with the
theories of categories and bicategories and in particular with the various
types of bicategory morphisms The tenacious nonspecialist may however
refer to 	 and !	 for the necessary denitions
The starting point of our considerations are the two categories RepsSet
and Reps

Set RepsSet is introduced in 	 while Reps

Set is a
subcategory of the supercomma category introduced in !	 To be precise
RepsSet has as objects the functors 
X
M  Set where M is a monoid
and its object lands on X in Set The arrows from 
X
to 
Y
N  Set
of RepsSet are pairs   where M  N is a homomorphism and
X  Y is a natural transformation as in the following diagram
M N
Set

X
 
Y


On the other handReps

Set has the same objects but its arrows   
X


Y
are as in the following diagram
MN
Set
 
X

Y


For any category C DivC is dened to be the subbicategory of SpanC
whose arrows X  Y are of the form
X
f
 Z
i
 Y
where i is monic and f is a strong epi Further details are given in 	
There are two subbicategories of DivRepsSet of signicance to us
The rst is the bicategory Impl which is the full subbicategory of DivRepsSet
whose objects are all representations of free monoids These objects are to be
interpreted as automata With regard to the arrows
 If the monic leg is the identity we call the arrow an abstraction where the
states of the domain are the elements of a partition of the set of states of
the codomain See !	 and 	 for a software engineering perspective
on the notion of abstraction
!
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 If the epic leg is the identity it is renement analogous to the notion
with the same name in the main part of the paper
 Isomorphisms are the usual notion of automaton isomorphism see Re
mark  while the cells of this bicategory are yet to be understood
 In general the arrows are the divisions of Nehaniv 	 	 We call them
implementations Nehaniv refers to them as emulations The following
example justies our nomenclature
Example  Swap revisited	 Consider the following arrow of Impl
A

N



M
N

i

 B

N

LetA be the the set fsgwhere sa b  b a LetB  fa
xy
 a
yx
 a
xz
 a
zx
 a
yz
 a
zy
g
with actions a
xy
a b c  a a c and so on Then let M be the not neces
sarily free submonoid generated by the word w  a
zy
a
yx
a
xz
in B

 Let i be
the natural inclusion while 
Set
is h
x
 
y
i which simply forgets the third
coordinate and 
Mon
is the homomorphic extension of the map taking w to
s
This corresponds quite closely with what a programmer does when im
plementing the function swap First the dummy variable is introduced by
passing to B
N

then the instruction is decomposed into elemtary instructions
in B this is the renement i and then the dummy variable is thrown away
when the function returns the abstraction 
The other signicant subbicategory of DivRepsSet is the one whose
objects are all the faithful representations that is transformation monoids
Call this bicategory ActMon for action monoids
 There is a bicategory homomorphism Act Impl  ActMon which takes
an automaton to its action monoid
 There is a lax bicategory morphism Full  ActMon Impl whose object
function takes a transformation monoid to its full automaton dened in
Section 
 There is a weak adjoint relationship between the morphisms Act and
Full in the following sense in category theory that two functors F A
B and G  B  A are adjoint means that there is a bijection between
the hom sets Fa b and aGb for all objects a of A and objects b of
B
Our weak adjunction says that there is a functor
ImplAFullM
Y
 ActMonActAM
Y

and if A is irredundant no two instructions have the same action then
there is a functor
ActMonActAM
Y
 ImplAFullM
Y


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While this is far from an isomorphism of hom categories it has a sim
ilar form to the adjunction and indicates the same kind of universal
property as the Full construction in the main part of this paper
Now to the relationship between graphs and automata Let Grph denote
the category of graphs and graph morphisms The objects of this category
are not the graphs dened in the main part of this paper In the graphs
of this category every vertex has an identity edge and there may be parallel
edges Formally the objects are pairs OE together with three functions


 

E  O and idO  E The morphisms H  K are pairs of functions

O
O
H
 O
K
and 
E
E
H
 E
K
such that
i 
i

E
 
O

i
for i  f g
ii 
i
id  
O
for i  f g and
iii 
E
id  id
O

Denote by StateGrph the subbicategory of DivGrph dened by
a Its arrows G

 H  K are such that for each edge x

 in G and for
each y  

x there is some y

 in H such that 
E
   where 
is the epic leg
b The cells are ideals ie H

 H

is an ideal if for each x

 of
H

 there is some x

 in H

with   
! There is a homomorphism Impl  StateGrph whose object function is the
state graph construction In contrast with our earlier denition there is
an edge x y for every instruction which maps x to y
In the other direction we need to formalize the catalan construction for
the graphs of Grph rather than Graph whose objects are relations Let
G  EO 

 

 be a graph Then dene by
%G  ff  O  E j 

f  id
O
g
the set of sections of 

 Then %G has an action on O given by
f  

f
Dene CG to be the automaton %G O  as above Our rst guess would
be that there is a lax morphism C StateGrph  Impl however we have that
 The C construction is the object function of a lax morphism from StateGrph
to Impl


Here Impl

has the same objects and arrows as Impl but its cells are arrows
of Reps

Set instead of arrows of RepsSet  such that the resulting
diagrams commute in Mon and Set separately
A further avenue for research would be to nd an abstract denition for a
structure which could encompass both Impl and Impl

 perhaps a double

Solomon
bicategory which has two homcategories for every pair of objects
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